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Abstract 
The visual arts belongs to perceptual faculty of the human mind which 
communicates emotions, ideas and serves as a means to creative explorations 
and problem solving. Art, ideation and creativity are intertwined in dealing 
with everyday life experiences in learning and analysis of situations. Ideative 
skills in educational advancement requires that one has experiences and 
knowledge which could be assembled into ideas for innovation in the form of 
new products, services and solutions. This paper examines how the visual arts 
impart sustainable skills of ideation and creativity in artistic activities in 
learning situations. The paper concludes that the resources of art in human 
development equip pupils or students with learning in visual literacy, and 
therefore recommends that art should be more broadly taught in schools as 
part of development in conceptual and perceptual faculties relevant to 
learning in all fields.  

 
 

People are all very familiar with the visual arts either as designs, symbols, and 
artefacts, decorative, functional or conceptual objects in two or three dimensional 
forms.  The Visual Arts may serve various purposes, ranging from private pleasure, 
social use, domestic or public environment as well as for commercial and/or industrial 
productions. 

 
Art may not be fully appreciated by all as objects we see in galleries, museums 

or those placed in homes or as monuments in the streets but we all continuously benefit 
in a wide variety of its application. This range from the films we watch, the cars we 
drive, the furniture, appliances in our homes, the landscape of our cities to the cloths we 
wear.  
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Also art as a creative expression and as cultural growth in the humanities, 
science and technology permeates into several facets of learning and continuously 
influence developments in Architecture, Urban Planning, Industrial Design, Resource 
Management and Modern Technology in general. Morden technology has also extended 
the frontiers of the visual arts by including  videography, Holography, Digital Imaging 
and has also provided new media, techniques  and materials for ideation  and creativity  
as a  veritable tool  in human  resources  development and reconciling man with the 
universe.          
 
Art and the Creativity Process  

Art  is  the  process  or  product  of  deliberately  arranging  elements  in a way 
to affect  the  senses  or emotions,  and  covers  a diverse  range of human  activities in 
creation and modes  of expression. The concern of this paper is on the visual arts which 
include drawing, painting, sculpture, ceramics, textile, graphics and prints. These 
referents used in defining art refer to the post renaissance classification of art. 

 
 Gombrich  (2005) states that art  is a special faculty  of  the human  mind  to be  
classified  with  religion and science. It  has been  defined  as a  vehicle for the 
expression  or  communication  of emotions  and ideas, and as a means  for  exploring 
and  appreciating its formal elements for their  own  sake and as  tools for 
representations. Art fosters creativity through education and training especially as 
augmented by technology and the application of creative resources to improve the 
effectiveness of learning and teaching processes. Creativity according to Mumford 
(2003:110) is the “production of novel, useful products”. According to Lubart  and 
Mouchiroud (2003) creativity is defined “as the process  of producing something  that  
is  both original  and  worthwhile” . What is produced can come in many forms as in the 
visual arts.  
 
 The dominant factors in creativity are identified as the four Ps “– process, 
product, person and place.  The focus  on process  deals  with  the cognitive  approach  
that  describes the thought  mechanism  and  techniques for  creative  thinking as  seen 
on the three  creative  works in  this article.   The product concerns the measure of 
creativity and the ability to produce more.   The  emphasis on the  creative person  
considers  more  general  intellectual  dispositions the  individual’s  openness, level  of 
ideation, autonomy, expertise, exploratory  behaviour and so on.  While  the  focus  on  
place  considers  the circumstances  in which  creativity flourishes  such as degree  of 
autonomy   and  access  to resources.  
 

A creative person carries the “creativity profiles” which according to De Graff 
and Lawrence (2002) include the ability to incubate (long-term development) of ideas, 
imagine the creation of (breakthrough ideas), improve incremental adjustments and 
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invest on (short term goals). Within the different modes of artistic expression, students 
can have the benefit of acquiring: 
(a) Artistic  inspiration which  provides  the  transmission  of  visions  from  divine  

sources  relevant  for  invention. 
(b) Artistic  evolution which stresses  obedience  to established  classical  rules and 

imitating  or appropriating  them  to produce  art, and  
(c) Artistic conversation which stresses the depth of communication when the creative 

product is the language.  
 
What is Ideation 
 According  to Jonson (2005:613) Ideation  is  the creative  process of 
generating, developing  and communicating  new ideas, where  an  idea is understood as 
a basic element  of  thought that  can be either  visual, concrete  or abstract. Graham and 
Bachmann (2004:15) state that “ideation is all stages of a thought cycle from innovation 
to development to actualization”.  
 

Ideation as a concept is an essential part of art and design process both in 
education and practice. It covers methods of innovation which according to Graham and 
Bachmann consist of problem solving, in which a problem is solved as the most simple 
method of progress. Through the evolutionary ideas of problem solving one takes 
something that already exists and improves on it. Through the symbiotic ideas one 
combines multiple ideas or using different elements of an idea to make a whole. In the 
revolutionary ideas one break away from the traditional thought and creates a branded 
new perspective.  For example, the Nsukka Art School employing the revolutionary 
ideas broke away from the conventional European art curriculum and charted a new 
direction of ulism in art which draws largely from the Igbo traditional body and wall 
paintings. 

 
The serendipitous discovery refers to ideas which are coincidentally developed 

without the intention of the inventor. This is very common creative process in which 
accidental and unconscious effects are allowed as part of a design. There is also the 
computer assisted discovery which is the use of computer to create art. The philosophic 
ideas refer to the carrying of artistic ideas in the mind of the artist for a period of time 
before actualizing it in physical terms. Ideation and brainstorming are part of the visual 
arts creative exercises which are also relevant in the other areas of learning.   

 
Art and ideation also concerns the connection between imagery and 

imagination.  Art develops our imagination and helps us to discover new ways of 
processing information, while ideation inspires deep understanding and meaningful 
innovation in art as a creative process. Art brings concrete visual works for wider public 
appreciation.  In the classroom situation art functions as a tool for retention, ease of 
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communication and sheer entertainment value which promotes deep understanding and 
meaningful innovation among students. It is a cooperative learning. It is an experience 
that provides pleasure, challenge and mastery of complex thinking skills and many 
developmental tasks and introduces hands-on learning experience. 

 
 Art works appeal to more of our five senses which compels us to pay attention, 
respond and retain more. Because a very high percentage of human energy and attention 
is expend in vision, art can therefore stimulate group visual experience in helping pupils 
and students to learn. Art activity reinforces learning, and when one learns a thing 
knowledge is retained longer by “doing”. Art helps us to visualize ideas and create 
opportunities that could manifest in physical terms and communicate concepts at any 
level of learning. It has been used as a visual tool to teach and learn other subjects 
better, sciences, mathematics, social studies etc.    
 

In  the  creative  process ideation is  a fluid  process which  may  not require  the 
same  route.  Most times it is the path that is less travelled by others that derives new 
processes, new styles and new ways of thinking. Discussed in this paper are my painting 
titled Moninkim dance is a creative exploration using twine in delineation of forms 
(Fig.1), Erasmus Onyishi’s creative sculpture which uses mangrove twigs in creating 
furniture (Fig.2) and Ayi Ayi’s mixed –media painting of  the rising sun (Fig.3). The 
three paintings the Moninkim dance, Onyishi’s creative chair and Ayi’s rising sun may 
receive your attention regarding their individuality and unique qualities.  The three 
works may endear themselves to you due to their unusual use of such rare materials like 
twine, twigs and cocoanut shell for both functional and aesthetic exercises. The works 
provide pleasure, complexities and creative challenges which raises curiosity. The uses 
of these unusual materials have become part of art accessories and have offered new 
discoveries in creativity.  

 
The three works show the amount of ideation in the use of unfamiliar materials 

to create familiar aesthetic experiences, as such the characteristics of the works are 
determined by the unique materials used. The works evoke immediate emotional 
response from viewers which is based on their design and material ideation.  In the case 
of Onyishi’s chair there is the reconciliation of wavy shapes of the mangrove twig and 
the functional purpose of the chair which also has a steady balance. The two paintings 
have created tactile stimulation and creative thinking in the use of twine to evoke the 
rhythmic patterns of dance movements and the split of cocoanut shells to show the 
radiation of the rising sun. The paintings and the sculptural chair show what goes on in 
the artists’ head which is as important as what happens at the product end of the works. 

 
 In the creative  process  any idea is good because  within each  sketch   holds  a 
key  that could  open  another  door  for the  final design. In creating art silhouettes, 
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digital art, marquette, tonal sketches and so on may be used as forms of visual shorthand 
and as forerunners to fully-fledged designs. One must allow one’s consciousness to be 
filled with new information in order to provide fresh ideas for one’s creative endeavour. 
One can start by getting one’s ideas into visual forms and by trying one’s hands in 
several mediums, oils, crayons, pens, charcoals, plastics etc.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In the ideative process, what one sees, hears, reads, smells, feels could trigger 
off memories that will generate fresh ideas to be depicted artistically. The breaking 
away from routine could cause one to learn and experience things differently. A student 
could gain a lot by taking information from the field of art and applying them in other 
fields of learning in terms of assembling ideas, or the other way round borrowing from 
other disciplines to assemble ideas in art, as Csikszentmihalyi (1996) observes 
“creativity generally involves crossing the boundaries of domains”. Art essentially 
promotes the creative process which also like science concerns investigation and 
experimentation. 

 
Art essentially helps us to be more creative and in the creative process the brain 

is seen as the idea workshop where ideas are built and relationships among   objects are 
observed.  In other disciplines the ideative process as a creative process is applied. This 
includes engineering courses, architecture and industrial designs where ideas are 
assembled into various forms of configurations until the deserved effect is achieved. 

Fig.1: Moninkim Dance (2005) 
          by Victor Ecoma.   
 

Fig. 2: Sculptural Chair (2012) 
            by Erasmus Onyishi.   
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 The artist in the creative process (Figures 1, 2 and 3) picks a variety of objects 
with different uses and assembles them into a solution of design. Ayi Ayi’s mixed-
media painting of creative exploration in indigenous pigmented materials (Fig.3) 
highlights ideation in the creative process. The artist picked cocoanut shells and split 
them into different sizes and shapes, using the inner and outer shell covers as 
contrasting colours with which different mutations of brownish colours are achieved. 
Ayi assembles the split cocoanut materials in a circular and vertical arrangements in a 
way to suggest the composition of the “rising sun”. Other found objects like locally 
made rope, sea shells were cut into different sizes as collage of contrasting colours 
which highlights the splattering effects of the rising sun. No paint or colour was applied, 
the natural colour of the indigenous materials provided the colour scheme for the 
painting.  
 
 The painting is successful in illustrating the methods and use of materials in  
assembling  ideas. This has to do with the artist thinking through information about his 
ideative subject the rising sun.  Csikszentmihalyi states that to be an original thinker, 
first you have to have a tremendous amount of information - a big database. This form 
of unique configuration is described as creative which may be carried out alone or as a 
group in a classroom situation.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.3: The rising sun (2005) 
          by Ayi Ayi.   
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The  unique  configurations  in (Fig. 1, 2 and 3) can be ideas  for new products 
and solutions to  creative  problems  or  they  could  be  new  questions  on ideas,  
materials, tools  and information  leading  to the assembly of new configurations.  The 
critical component  to  the formation of new  creative  ideas  is  that experience  and  
knowledge  needed  must be in  the minds  of the artist as Berns ( 2010 : 56)  writes “to 
see things differently than other people, the most  effective solution  is  to bombard  the 
brain with things it has never encountered before”. 

 
The more enhanced information within an individual’s mind the more likely it 

will be recalled for assembly into an artistic product.  In the artistic process many ideas 
come in the forms of flashes of inspiration known as ideative supernovas. This is 
derived from information that have been stored in the brain and retrieved with 
immediacy in creating sudden inspiration.          
 
Ideation and the Creative Process  

Ideation enables people to build on their ideative foundation which is the 
natural ability to develop new ideas. The ideative process helps individuals to build 
creative skills relevant for life. It also enables  talented  people  to create, innovate 
realistic  and  valuable  ideas in solving day to day problems, develop new products and 
services, and as well  may be  fortunate to  create break through innovations. The 
ideative process enables creative thinking and problem solving through different forms 
of art expressions. 

 
Creative ideas are developed through the brain, stored information from 

experiences of individuals and the knowledge acquired. Experience and knowledge in 
creating art are quite valuable in developing creative ideas. Experience is gained from 
doing things which may be as in painting, mixing of colours, using of assorted materials 
to create a mixed media, using of tiles to create mosaics or as in sculpture in the carving 
of wood. Knowledge may be gained through acquiring education and extensive reading 
about art  practices  in other  parts of the  world, researches on what is available  for use 
or what  has  been  done  by others  and  new  possibilities it presents.  

 
Amassing information on art either  through visits to galleries, museums, art 

fairs, art exhibitions, artists’ studios, internet to name but a few, is important in 
generating  more and perhaps better ideas in creating art. The artist stores information in 
a way as to be able to quickly recall it when necessary. He inundates his mind with 
information about the ideative subject. In this regard, artists’ sometimes carry the 
mental picture of what they want to produce for several months and sometimes for years 
before translating the ideative subject into simple sketches or in concrete form. Through 
such incubation the creative individual gains depth in the generation of ideas relevant 
for artistic expression. 
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Giving time to creative exercises the artist expands in experiences and 
knowledge on art. This leads to enriching his mind with art materials, experimentations 
and taking note of constraints in the ideative  process  which  helps to enrich  life. In all 
art activities the brain works with all the emotions, the sixth sense and the five sensory 
inputs. During the creative process ideas are assembled consciously and unconsciously. 
This also leverages on the functioning of the brain and the use of the hands. This 
experience and knowledge which develops the cognitive and motor skills are valuable 
inputs into ideation. In art, experience is gained from doing things, making things, 
designing or manipulating things. While  knowledge  is gained  from research, reading  
and learning, learning  about  how  to  make  art   in order  to generate  more  or better 
ideas. 

 
Art ideation as a process of creating can be experienced in terms of 

constructivism in which students are active in making tangible objects. In this regard, 
ideas are constructed, acquired through exploring, testing and playing around with 
materials. In the constructivist process of manipulating materials, ideas are given 
physical shapes and forms as two or three dimensional objects. This could be in terms 
of welded metals as in sculpture, manipulating clay as in ceramics or etching or 
engraving on metals. In art  the manipulation of  materials  could also  suggest 
improvisation  in the  use  items  and  the inclusion of found objects in the creative 
processes of  assemblage or  collage. This refers to material ideation.  

 
In collage making the students learn to plan on the materials to be used, predict 

what the finished product will look like and engage the materials in terms of making 
choices which help to develop their visual discrimination. According to the Japanese 
engineer, Hideshi Hamaguchi (2002) “if you don’t have the talent for drawing but good 
at strategic thinking, then you can still become a great product designer. All you have to 
do is to connect the design to the strategy and language that can be understood”. 
Hamaguchi uses both diagram and doodling in his ideative process of bridging logical 
and intuitive thinking.  

 
The whole process of ideation combines creativity in terms of thinking and 

acting, being curious, exploratory and playful, craftsmanship, simplicity of design and 
refined taste. Ideation  as a  powerful  creative tool  merely  begins with  simple and  
fragile thoughts which  are later developed  into concrete things.  Ideation as a creative 
process reflects spontaneity and flexibility in everyday life experiences, at homes, work 
place or in the use of tools and appliances. In ideation process students  experience 
sudden  insights  into dealing with situations, make new  discoveries  and  come up with  
fresh  solutions  to old  problems and provide alternatives to the usual  way of doing 
things.  The most important aspect of creation is the time spent thinking about the 
creative problem and producing insights or solutions.  
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How Art and Ideation Impact on Learning 
In  today’s  world, art  is an essential part of the creative industries  and services 

which  contributes  to the global economy  through  generating non-tangible  wealth in 
the creation  and   exploitation  of intellectual  property  and provision of creative  
services. According to the United Kingdom Creative Industries Mapping Document 
2001, the creative professional workforce is becoming more of an integral part of 
industrialized nations’ economies. Creativity as  a common  domain in arts  emphasizes  
expertise  (technical, procedural and intellectual  knowledge ) as well  as  creative 
thinking skills which teaches  flexibility  and imaginative approach to problems.  

 
 The  creative  professionals include, writing, art, design, architecture, theatre,  
industrial design, television, radio, motion pictures,  related crafts, marketing  strategy, 
some aspects of scientific research and development, product  development, some  types  
of teaching  and curriculum  design  and so on. In these areas the visual arts play a great 
role in not only providing an intellectual basis for general education but tailored towards 
human resources development in specialized practical skills acquisition. The artistic 
knowledge generation is organized into practical pursuits with training programmes 
geared towards the philosophy of construction, selectively, creativity, organization and 
order.     
 
 Training in the visual arts promotes creativity in young children and students 
alike. Robinson  and Azzam (2009) maintain  that technology is advancing society  at  
an  unprecedented  rate  and  creative problem solving  will  be needed  to cope with 
these  challenges  as  they arise;  and  that  creativity also   helps  students identify  
problems  where  others  have  failed  to do so. They argue that students are more 
creative when they see a task as intrinsically  motivating and valued for its own sake,  
that  educators  need to identify  what  motivates their students  and structure teaching  
around it and providing students with  a choice  of activities  which  allow  them to be 
intrinsically  motivated  and  creative  in  completing  tasks. 
 
 In art students are taught to solve problems that do  not  have  well  defined  
answers which  is  another  way of  fostering creativity.  Example painting a landscape, 
carving a figure etc. This is also achieved by allowing students to explore problems and 
redefine them. They  may at first  be  drawing  on knowledge that  may seem  unrelated  
to a problem  in order  to solve it. In art the connection between concepts like creation, 
innovation, production and expression are facilitated by the creative action as in 
drawing, painting sculpting or designing. 
 
 The dark side  to  creativity  according  to  Mc Laren (1999)  is that it represents  
a “quest for a radical  autonomy  apart  from  the  constraints  of social responsibility”  
which  implies  that  by encouraging  creativity  we are encouraging  a departure from 
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society’s existing norms  and  values  and  that  the  expectation  of  conformity  runs  
contrary  to the  spirit of creativity. As such creativity demands the ability to “think 
outside the box”. While this writer agrees with the non-conformity in creativity it is also 
important to note that it is the non-conformity that has produced most inventions and 
innovations which the modern world enjoys today.    
 
Conclusion                   

From the foregoing, this paper concludes that there is so much to learning by 
engaging pupils or students in art activities, which helps them to develop ideative and 
creative skills through coordination in the use of the eye, hands and brain. 

The visual literacy learning in art covers the creative domains of process, 
product, person and place as well as the ideative processes of innovation, development 
and actualization of products.  

    
Recommendations    
1. Art should be more broadly taught in schools as it will help pupils and students to 

develop more creatively. 
2. Art should be more efficiently deployed in schools as an effective tool for teaching 

and enhancing learning in all subject areas.  
3. Art  contests,  fairs,  exhibitions, prizes  and so on  should  be   organized  annually  

by State and Federal  Government  as a way  of  providing  the youths  an avenue 
for self expression, entrenching democratic values and citizenship rights. 

4. Art  either for  its tourism, entertainment or historical and sociological values  
should  be taken close  to the  people by government  and corporate organizations 
through building art  museums and galleries  at the local levels.       
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